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a buleras is played in 4/4 time (the usual “andante” tempo, not the faster tempos, such as the tango “nyo”). to count
out the buleras rhythm the left hand plays the melody (using the index and middle fingers) and the right hand plays
the bass part (again, using the index and middle fingers) and the right thumb is free to play “paulandvita” style, hitting
and releasing the strings very rapidly, producing a distinctive slap sound. within the buleras rhythm, the guitar and
plectrum play the melody and the bass rhythm, respectively. the voice sings the lyrics and the guitar accentuates
them. thus bulerias is typically sung with a high, clear voice. you can watch the entire flamenco dance of solea por
bulerias below. it is a solo from paco de lucia, a fantastic guitarist and dancer, and one of the most active folkloristas
today. if you have ever watched a concert of paco de lucia you know that he has a very strong presence, he commands
the stage, and the audience can feel it. in the video, soloist paco de lucia performs a set of solas, alegrias, canarios,
coplas, and rueda. these are some of the most well known flamenco dance styles, and these are also known as the
"easy" solas. solas are based on the durs (slowly played notes) and the cubicas (quickly played notes). his early
recordings, made under the name alejandro escalera, were remarkably innovative and advanced for the time. his first
album, la mancha flamenca, consisted entirely of flamenco guitar. soon, in la pared, he had joined with the great
spanish guitarist tomatito (who had been an admirer of his since the early 1950s) to produce a series of "gypsy"
flamenco albums, such as the haunting el agua de las delicias and the eccentric and rhapsodic en morada. paco's
second album, el vals, on the other hand, seemed to capture the spirit of the gypsy singers of the andalusian
countryside. much later, and only recently, has he rekindled his long-lost fatherhood with the masterfully recorded
amancia. the young flamenco guitarist julio pascual (with whom he formed a close musical relationship in the early
1970s) has continued to explore the music of his homeland with several albums of his own.
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With this extravagant production, Paco de Lucia gives us some of his greatest bulerias (that is, bulerias and others of
this type) since his debut. This album has the most difficult and the most humblest bulerias that I have ever heard of,

but the best ones. The album has seven albums of bulerias (some of them are dedicados to Eva (Szabo), Antonia
(Alvarez), Reyes (Bacaro), Menos (Triana), Rodolfo (Otregui), and the others). The sound is the most difficult ever. I

have never had a bad time to listen to this album (one of the best you can have), even if you have many of bulerias,
you'll never have bad time to listen to this one of them. However, to compare this album with the debut, is easy to see

how much the production of this new album. You have to be a Paco de Lucia fan to enjoy the quality of production,
vocals, instruments, and of course, the bulerias, which are one of the best bulerias in the flamenco repertoire. I

remember that I used to listen only to bulerias of Paco de Lucia (I know them and I like them) but this new album
changed completely that. Francisco El Mellizo is one of the greatest guitarists and musicians of flamenco. His bulerias

are very important to learn because they are the ones that show us how one start to learn flamenco. This bulerias
(song number 3) is from El Mellizo and is without doubt the first bulerias of the repertoire of flamenco. It is a bulerias

from Alto Estrada because if you you study bulerias and you read bulerias, you will see that El Mellizo made all his
bulerias from this place. Even if you can not play bulerias on top, you will hear the bulerias from El Mellizo in his

bulerias. It's fantastic the quality of this album and my favorite bulerias from Paco de Lucia. El Mellizo learned most of
the bulerias of flamenco from Paco de Lucia, Diego and Antonio Aguilar and of course from the aristocrat Marquis de

Villena. This is a great artist. I have bought his album for any of the flamenco pieces, that is, the album and the
bulerias. If you want to have a bulerias of the repertoire of flamenco, you will have one of the great musicians and I

recommend you to buy this album. And if you want buy this album to learn bulerias and not just listen to bulerias, the
pieces are of very high quality and can be very helpful to learn bulerias, with very little cost. 5ec8ef588b
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